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W
hilegraphenehasbeensurprisingly
compatiblewithmost complemen-
tary metal oxide semiconductor

(CMOS) processes, there remain key issues
that must be resolved before integration into
device fabrication, e.g., damages induced by
reactive ion etching and/or photoresist ash-
ing, and compatibility of photoresists with
graphene. Due to the atomic layer thickness
of graphene, reactive ions, especially oxygen,
cause damage to the crystal structure
of graphene. Graphene, a one-atom-thick
layer of graphite,1�3 is extremely sensitive
to device-processing environment, which
can result in the change of its intrinsic prop-
erties, compared to silicon of bulk structure.4,5

The typical lithography process for fabricat-
ing graphene devices leaves polymer resist
residues on the graphene surface,6 giving rise
to unintended change of electrical properties
such as shift of the Fermi level and decrease
of carrier mobility.7 To date, thermal anne-
aling,7�9 electrical current annealing,10,11 and
chloroform treatment8 were introduced to
remove polymer contaminants. However,
metal as electrode is easily damaged by
high-temperature (∼200 �C) thermal anneal-
ing of long duration (∼10 h). Such high
temperature results in the generation of radi-
cals by random scission of polymer, which
brings about reactions between radicals and
graphene defects.12 Electrical current anneal-
ing also removes contamination of the local
area of graphene, but it is found difficult to
remove contamination of the large area of
graphene. Chloroform, as a toxic anesthetic, is
an inadequate solvent for industrial applica-
tions because it is harmful to the environ-
ment. Therefore, the development of a novel
restoration technique for graphene that has
undergone device processes is of utmost
importance.

The previous plasma studies have docu-
mented techniques aimed at controlling the
properties of graphene, such as decora-
tion,13 growth,14,15 functionalization,16,17

etching,18,19 doping,20,21 band gap,22 and sur-
face conditions.23�26 However, such works
revealed that the generation of defects is
inevitable during the plasma process. These
works15�26 involved at least one of the follow-
ing for the treatment of graphene: (1) a capa-
citively coupled plasma (CCP) source, in a
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ABSTRACT

We report a novel cleaning technique for few-layer graphene (FLG) by using inductively

coupled plasma (ICP) of Ar with an extremely low plasma density of 3.5 � 108 cm�3. It is

known that conventional capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) treatments destroy the planar

symmetry of FLG, giving rise to the generation of defects. However, ICP treatment with

extremely low plasma density is able to remove polymer resist residues from FLG within 3 min

at a room temperature of 300 K while retaining the carbon sp2-bonding of FLG. It is found

that the carrier mobility and charge neutrality point of FLG are restored to their pristine defect-

free state after the ICP treatment. Considering the application of graphene to silicon-based

electronic devices, such a cleaning method can replace thermal vacuum annealing, electrical

current annealing, and wet-chemical treatment due to its advantages of being a low-

temperature, large-area, high-throughput, and Si-compatible process.

KEYWORDS: graphene . inductively coupled plasma . cleaning . field effect
transistor . charge neutrality point . silicon processing
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process usually referred to as reactive ion etching (RIE);
(2) a high-density plasma discharged by high rf power;
and (3) gaseous O2 or H2. However, we believe that
these plasma conditions are directly responsible for
inducing damage in graphene. This is because CCP
induces very high ion bombardment energy, high-
density plasma causes a high ion density, and O2 or
H2 easily reacts with carbon. For these reasons, a new
plasma, which is entirely different from the previous
ones, should be introduced in order to achieve suc-
cessful plasma processing without generating defects
in graphene.
Here, we report the first experimental study of a few-

layer graphene (FLG) cleaning method that can be
integrated into a graphene field effect transistor (G-FET)
to remove polymer resist residues by using argon
inductively coupled plasma (Ar-ICP)27 in the extremely
low density range. According to the electrical charac-
terization results, the mobility and charge neutrality
point (Vnp, also referred to as the Dirac point) of G-FET
are restored to those of pristine FLG without defects,
after the G-FET is exposed to the ICP. Such a cleaning
method compatible with Si processing28 is more advan-
tageous than thermal annealing in that it canbeoperated
as a low-temperature (near room temperature; see
the Methods for details about temperature increase of
graphene by the ICP) and high-throughput process
(∼100 times faster than vacuum thermal annealing). It
also has an advantage over electrical current annealing in
that it can be applied to a large surface area.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of our G-FET
staged at the electrode chuck in the plasma reactor.

Figure 1b shows the diagnosis results of Ar plasma by
using a Langmuir probe system. (See Methods for
details about device fabrication, plasma reactor, ex-
perimental process, and plasma diagnosis.)
Figure 2a shows atomic force microscopy (AFM)

topographic images of FLG exposed to ICP as a func-
tion of exposure duration. Here, the rf power of ICP is
fixed at 5 W. When pristine FLG, freshly cleaved on the
SiO2 (see image A), is used to fabricate the G-FET, resist
residues are left on FLG (see image B), leading to the
increases of the RMS roughness and thickness by as
much as 1.07 and 5.1 nm, respectively (see Figure 2b,c).
When the G-FET is exposed to ICP (5 W) for 81 s, the
RMS roughness is 1.04 nm and the thickness of FLG (see
image C) is 4.2 nm. When the G-FET is exposed to ICP
(5W) for 162 s, both the RMS roughness and thickness of
FLG (see image D) are restored similar to those of the
pristine FLG (see image A) because the resist residues are
removed by the ICP treatment. When the G-FET is
exposed to ICP for an extended duration of 486 s, the
RMS roughness and thickness of FLG (see image E) show
no further decrease.
Figure 3a shows the Raman spectra of a graphene

before and after plasma treatment. The absence of a
D-band at ∼1350 cm�1 indicates that there is no
damage to the planar sp2 structure of FLG induced
by low-density ICP (5 W) treatment even up to 486 s.
When the G-FET is exposed to ICP (40 W) for 162 s, a
D-band appears, and the intensity of the 2D-band
decreases. Figure 3b shows intensity ratios between
D-band andG-band as a function of time for various ICP
powers. According to the result, it is understood that
the generation of defects in FLG is observed depen-
dent on ICP exposure duration except for low-density

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of plasma reactor. Diameter of electrode chuck is 200mm, and distance between electrode chuck and
ceramic plate is 90mm. (b) In situmonitoringof iondensity (ni) and electron temperature (Te) for variousAr plasmasbyusing a
Langmuir probe system.
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ICP (5 W), where no D-band is observed for the entire
duration, up to 486 s. In contrast, when G-FET is
exposed to CCP (5 W) for 27 s, the planar sp2 carbon
structure is almost destroyed, resulting in the removal
of FLG.
The following explains the behavior of the particles

in the plasma, based on the experimental results.
Figure S1a (see Supporting Information) shows their
behavior in the CCP discharged by a power of 5 W.
When Vb is applied to the electrode chuck, a plasma
sheath is formed nearby. The thickness of the sheath in
our CCP appears to be ∼1.5 cm by optical inspection,
although it is estimated to be only ∼0.26 cm if the
formula fromdc plasma is used.29 Most of the electrons
are present outside of the sheath.30 It is understood
that the energy supplied to graphene is mainly attributed

to ion bombardment (Arþ) in CCP treatment.22

Kinetic energy (Ei) of bombarding ions is assumed by
the potential difference as Vp� Vb, where Vp and Vb are
plasma potential and negative bias voltage, respec-
tively. In the CCP process, a Vb of hundreds of volts is
applied to the electrode chuck, resulting in an Ei of
hundreds of eV. On the other hand, according to
atomistic computer simulations a minimum kinetic
energy of Ar atom of ∼32 eV is required for displacing
one carbon atom from pristine graphene.31 Therefore,
we think that a sufficiently high energy Ei transferred to
the FLG in CCP is available to destroy the sp2 bonding
of FLG (see Figure S1c), although the accelerated ions
are subject to collisions with neutral particles in the
sheath, which results in a decrease of bombardment
energy (see Figure S1a).32

Figure 4a shows the behavior of the particles in the
ICP. The FLG placed on the electrode chuck is in the
ground state (V0 = 0 V), and no CCP power (PCCP) is
applied. (Note that in this state both ions and electrons
can be introduced to the FLG.) The sheath thickness
from our low-density ICP condition is estimated to be
∼0.17 cm if the formula from dc plasma is used,29

which is thinner than the sheath thickness of ∼1.5 cm
formed by CCP using Ar. The energy Ei is only deter-
mined by Vp, as V0 is 0 V. In ICP, Vp is normally
diagnosed to be 10�20 V,33,34 resulting in 10�20 eV
for the Ei. Therefore, a maximum Ei of 10�20 eV can be
supplied to FLG if energy loss originating from colli-
sions in the sheath is ignored. Such energy is smaller
than ∼32 eV, which is the minimum kinetic energy of
bombarding ions for displacing one carbon atom as
mentioned above, resulting in no defect generation of
FLG exposed to ICP (5 W).
Note that the Ei changes little as a function of ICP

power (PICP) due to the Vp changing little in various PICP.
33

Figure 2. AFM analysis of FLG. (a) Surface morphologies of
FLG used for G-FET after treatment of ICP (5 W). Here [A] is
pristine FLG, [B] is FLG applied to FET (before plasma
treatment), and [C], [D], and [E] are graphene exposed to
ICP (5W) for 81, 162, and 486 s. (b) Surfaceprofile scans from
[A] to [E]. (c) RMS roughness and thickness from [A] to [E].

Figure 3. (a) Raman spectra of FLG obtained after various plasma treatments. Black dotted rectangle is enlarged in (c). (b)
Intensity ratio of D-band and G-band, I(D)/I(G), of FLG for various plasma conditions. (c) Zoom-ins of Raman G-band of FLG
exposed to ICP (5 W) for 0 and 486 s.
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However the D-band is detected from the FLG
treated with more than 10 W of PICP (see Figure 3a,b).
We think that energy other than the Ei is responsible for
the generation of defects with increasing PICP and
plasma exposure time t. It was documented that main
energies transferred to the substrate exposed to ICP
with zero negative bias voltage (PCCP = 0 W) are the
following: (1) kinetic energy of bombarding positive
ion and (2) energy released by electron�ion recom-
bination near the substrate surface.34 Here, Er as the
thermal energy generated by the recombination
between Arþ and electron is considered to be the
same as the ionization energy of Ar, which is
15.8 eV.34 Therefore we think that the total energy
deposited to FLG by ICP, U, can be accumulated in
the FLG and released after it reaches the energy
capacity of FLG.
Detailed descriptions of cleaning of residues by ICP

(5 W) are as follows: Normally photoresist residues
consist of the polymers novolac as base resin and
diazonaphthaquinones as sensitizers.36 However, for

graphene nanoscale device fabrication employing
electron beam lithography, poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) is used as the patternmask. PMMA is also used
as the “handle” layer to form CVD graphene.37 All of
such polymers contain O atoms.36,38 When the G-FET is
exposed to Ar-ICP, resist residues on FLG are subject to
Ei (ion bombardment energy) and Er (recombination
energy). We think that thermal energy induced from Er
brings about oxidation of resist residues via O atoms
contained in such polymers. When the ICP (5 W) is
exposed to G-FET, residues are subject to the Ei and Er,
resulting in removal of residues (see Figure 4d,e). At the
same time, electrons incident on the graphene from
ICP are trapped (see Figure 4d�f). In ICP, energies of
incident electrons (Ee) and photons (hν) are considered
to be negligible due tomuch smaller energy compared
to Ei and Er.

34,35

Figure 5 shows an analyticalmodel of various energy
components transferred from ICP to the FLGwith resist
residues. The energy (E) provided by each ion from the
events of ion bombardment (Ei) and recombination

Figure 4. Schematic description of behaviors of plasma particles during ICP treatment for FLG. (a) Behavior of particles
present in ICP. S denotes sheath. (b) FLG modified by reactions with resist residues before plasma treatment. (c) ICP (40 W)
treatment for 162 s. ICP (5 W) treatment for 81 s (d), 162 s (e), and 486 s (f). Electron flux (Je) is transferred to the FLG surface,
resulting in a charging effect.
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with electrons (Er) is

E ¼ Ei þ Er (1)

The total energy deposited (U) over time (t) for unit
area is

U ¼ Eini(PICP)ti þ
Z t

0

Erni(PICP) dt �
Z t

tl (PICP)
ql dt (2)

where ti is the time taking for a solid atom to lose
energy to neighbor atoms after a bombarding ion
collides with the solid atom, ni is the ion density as a
function of ICP power, tl is the time for the solid atom to
begin releasing energy after saturation of heat capacity
as a function of ni (PICP), and ql is the energy releasing
rate of a solid per unit volume. In eq 2, we think that ion
bombardment energy (Einiti) is only deposited to an
atom for ti because it is transferred to neighbor atoms,
similar to the model of billiards, whereas recombina-
tion energy (

R
0
t Erni dt) continues to be deposited,

although deposited energy exceeding the capacity of
the solid is lost (

R
tl
tql dt). Since ICP exposure duration

(t) is usually much longer than ti, i.e., t . ti, eq 2
becomes

U ¼ [Erni(PICP) � ql]tþ qltl(PICP) (3)

.
Here, we interpret eq 3 as thatU remains unchanged

when energy flux supplied by recombination to the
solid is smaller than its energy releasing rate (e.g., ICP
power of 5 W), i.e., Erni(PICP) e ql, whereas it keeps
increasing if Erni(PICP) > ql. The above results can be
described by the schematic model shown below: U is a
function of ICP power (ni) and time (t), where Uth.resist is
the threshold energy required to remove resist resi-
dues and Uth.FLG is the threshold energy required to
damage FLG. Note that ti is very small compared to the
time scale used in our experiment, and thus it is not
shown in the diagram.
According to the model proposed above, we think

that an ICP power of 5 W induces energy to be

deposited onto the FLG, which stays between Uth.resist

and Uth.FLG, and thus resist residues are removed while
FLG is not damaged. However, an ICP power of 40 W
induces energy deposition onto the FLG, which in-
creases with time so as to exceed Uth.FLG, and thus FLG
is damaged (see Figure 4c).
Figure 3a shows that the G and 2D bands of FLG are

up-shifted by 4 cm�1 (see Figure 3c) and down-shifted
by 12 cm�1, respectively, after ICP (5 W) treatment of
the G-FET for 486 s. According to the previous report,
the origins of the band shifts of G and 2D could be
variations in the strain,39 temperature,40 and doping of
graphene.5,8,9 The exfoliated FLG used in this study,
which was deposited on SiO2 and exposed to plasma,
does not easily undergo tensile or compressive strains.
When the temperature of graphene increases, the
G-band is down-shifted,40 which disagrees with our
results in terms of the shift direction. Here we attribute
the upshift of the G-band and the down-shift of the 2D-
band to negative charge transfer caused by the current
Je, which is trapped on the surface of FLG by the ICP. A
more detailed description is as follows. As mentioned
above, both Je (electron flux) and Ji (ion flux) from the
plasma into the grounded electrode where FLG is
placed are the same. Electrons are more thermally
active compared to other neutral particles present in
the plasma, and these active electrons can be attached
on the FLG surface, called plasma induced charge
damage (PID). It is understood that PID is prevalent
from ICP where electron temperature (Te) is in the
range of 2.8�4.7 eV (see Figure 1b). Our assessment
is supported by a previous study,9 which reported that
the G-band is up-shifted due to electron and hole
doping, while the 2D-band is down-shifted (up-shifted)
due to electron (hole) doping. When the G-FET was
exposed to ICP (40W) for 162 s, the carbon sp2 bonding
of FLG broke and sp3-hybridized bonding was gener-
ated, which easily absorbed the oxygen, hydrogen, and
moisture, causing p-doping and upshift of the G- and
2D-bands by as much as 16 and 48 cm�1, respec-
tively.5,24

The following explains the electrical properties of
the G-FET treated by various plasma conditions. A
schematic illustration of our back-gated G-FET and
optical image of this device are shown in Figure 6a.
The effects of plasma treatment on the electrical
properties (Id�Vd) of the G-FET are shown in
Figure 6b. The current level slightly fluctuates by low-
density ICP of 5 W up to 486 s due to left-shift of Vnp, as
shown in Figure 6c,d. In contrast, when the G-FET is
exposed to ICP of 40 W for 162 s, the current level
dramatically decreases due to defect generation in
FLG, as shown in Figure 3a. CCP entirely removes
FLG, resulting in no current conduction in G-FET.
Figure 6c shows the electrical properties (Id�Vg) of

the G-FET after ICP (5 W) treatment for 0, 81, and 162 s.
In our case, Vnp is 54 V before plasma treatment

Figure 5. Schematicmodel of energy transferred to the FLG
contaminated with resist residues.
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because the resist residues remaining on the FLG (see
Figure 2a, image B) cause heavy p-doping of the
graphene. Vnp is found to be 27 and 8 V after 81 and
162 s of plasma exposure, respectively. The carrier
mobility (μ) shown in Figure 6f can be deduced by
μ = [(ΔId/Vd)(L/W)]/CoxΔVg, where L and W are the
length and width of the channel, respectively, and
Cox is the silicon oxide gate capacitance (Cox = 1.15 �
10�8 F/cm2 for 300 nm thick SiO2

24). Removal of the
resist residues (see Figure 2a, images C�E) by ICP (5 W)
treatment causes a decrease of the carrier scattering in
FLG, resulting in an increase in both the electron and
hole mobilities.
Figure 6d shows the Id�Vg values obtained after ICP

(5 W) treatment of the G-FET for 162, 243, and 486 s. As
mentioned earlier, Vnp is 8 V for 162 s of treatment,�18 V
for 243 s, and �37 V for 486 s. The Je induced on the
surface of the FLG (see Figure 4d�f) is responsible for the
shift of Vnp, which leads to the negative charging of FLG.
Figure 6e shows the results (Id�Vg) of characteriza-

tion experiments that were repeated five times by

using a G-FET showing a Vnp of �37 V after ICP (5 W)
treatment for 486 s. Each characterization takes∼30 s.
Vnp shifts to near 0 V after the repeated tests and then
does not shift anymore. For example, when the gra-
phene is put into contact with metal, electrons in the
metal are transferred to graphenedue to the difference
between the work functions, resulting in a Fermi level
shift and n-doping.41,42 However, in our case, FLG is
only temporarily charged by Je while the plasma is
turned on. Therefore, Vnp is restored to near 0 V as the
pristine and neutral state of FLG. When a permanent
n-doping process is induced by the NH3 plasma, the
intensity of the D-band increases due to breaking of
the sp2 bonding, which becomes equivalent to doping
with impurities.20 In contrast, the D-band is not ob-
served after ICP (5 W) treatment for 486 s, while the
position of the 2D-band is restored to that of the
pristine FLG after the five repeated electrical tests:
see Figure 3a. This indicates that the ICP treatment
causes a temporary charging effect without impurity
doping. On the other hand, it is well known that

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of back-gated G-FET and optical image. (b) Id�Vd (Vg = 0 V) of G-FET obtained from various plasma
sources (ICP or CCP), powers, and exposure times. Id�Vg (Vd = 0.1 V) after ICP (5W) treatment for (c) 0, 81, and162 s and (d) 162,
243, and 486 s. (e) Id�Vg after repeated characterization at 486 s. (f) Carriermobilities obtained after ICP (5W) treatment for 0,
81, and 162 s.
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particulates (O in particular) can be easily adsorbed on
the graphene surface, causing a p-type effect.5 How-
ever, we tried to minimize the particle-absorbing
effect by conducting the electrical measurements
immediately after the plasma treatment (see Meth-
ods: Experimental Process). If the particle-absorbing
effect were a dominant reason responsible for
Figure 6e, Vnp should have exceeded 0 V toward
the positive side by repeated electrical tests. How-
ever, our result in Figure 6e shows the saturation of
Vnp near 0 V instead, retaining the neutral state
of FLG. Therefore, we conclude that the particle-
absorbing effect is overcome and the FLG charged

temporarily by electrons is restored to the neutral state
via repeated electrical tests.

CONCLUSION

In this study, an ICP treatment with a very low
plasma density (<5 � 108 cm�3) using Ar is proposed
to restore FLG to its pristine state without generating
defects. It is confirmed that the unwanted doping of
holes in FLG that is caused by the fabrication process is
removed by the ICP treatment. It is found that the ICP
cleaning process presented in our work is feasible for
low-temperature, large-area, high-throughput, and Si-
compatible graphene device processes.

METHODS

Sample Preparation and Measurements. FLG flakes were depos-
ited through micromechanical exfoliation of highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite on p-doped Si substrates covered with a
300 nm thermally grown SiO2 film. The thickness and RMS
roughness of freshly cleaved FLG are 1.2 and 0.17 nm, respec-
tively (see Figure 2a�c, image A). Standard photolithography is
performed to fabricate the devices, using Pd (45 nm) lift-off
metalization. Photoresist was removed by acetone in the lift-off
process. The electrical properties of these devices were mea-
sured using a semiconductor analyzer at room temperature and
atmospheric environment. Atomic force microscopy was used
to investigate the image, profile, and roughness of the FLG
surface. Raman spectroscopy of 514 nm excitation was per-
formed to determine the transitions of bonds, defects, and
doping of FLG.

Descriptions of Plasma Reactor and Its Diagnosis. Figure 1a illus-
trates the plasma reactor used to treat the G-FET. This equip-
ment can discharge both ICP and CCP. The reactor consists of a
cylindrical stainless steel chamber. We used Ar as the gas and
maintained the pressure at 30 mTorr. A four-turn spiral coil
delivered 13.56 MHz radio frequency (rf) power to the Ar gas
through the ceramic dielectric at the chamber top, resulting in
an ICP discharge. A self-bias negative voltage (Vb) is developed
by a 12.50MHz rf power through the aluminumelectrode chuck
at the chamber bottom, resulting in a CCP discharge. To cool the
G-FET that is exposed to the plasma, cooling water (16 �C)
supplied from a chiller was introduced into the cooling line of
circular tubing inside the electrode chuck. The G-FET was
thermally contacted with the electrode chuck surface by using
a thermal paste. A Langmuir probe was introduced into the
chamber to estimate the ion density (ni) and electron tempera-
ture (Te). The distance between the probe and the electrode
chuck was fixed at 2.5 cm. Figure 1b shows ni and Te for various
Ar plasmas. Here, ni is dramatically decreased to 3.5� 108 cm�3

when the ICPpowerdecreases to5W. Ingeneral, rf powerg100W
is applied to the coil to discharge the ICP in the high plasma
density range. In this study, however, we intentionally use 5 W
to discharge the ICP in order to run the process at extremely low
plasma densities.

Experimental Process. The experimental tools (plasma reactor,
semiconductor analyzer, and Raman spectrometer) were
located very close to each other, within a distance of ∼15 m.
Therefore, we managed to perform electrical characterization
and Raman analysis within 1 min immediately after plasma
treatment. The reason that we have done such controlled and
immediate measurements is as follows. It is known that gra-
phene changes to p-type under ambient air from the reaction
with oxygen, and electrical properties of graphene after plasma
treatment can therefore be affected. However, we tried to
minimize the particle-absorbing effect by conducting the elec-
trical measurements immediately after the plasma treatment.

Effect of ICP on Temperature Increase of Graphene. This article
deals with the effect of ICP treatment on the temperature of
FLG. In the previous report, the surface temperature of Si
exposed to ICP (90�245 W) continued to increase with increas-
ing ICP exposure duration without cooling of the substrate
electrode.34,35 However, it is possible to control the saturated
temperature as a function of cooling intensity.43 Therefore, for
only 5 W of ICP, the temperature change of any substrate with
cooling is very little, and we think that the ICP treatments in this
work do not change the material properties of FLG, in contrast
to thermal processes such as thermal annealing.
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